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23 July
European stocks pared their advance, following the biggest two-day drop 
in eight months for the region’s equity benchmark, as insurance companies 
declined. U.S. index futures and Asian shares were little changed.

Hideto Fujino, a former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. manager whose 
independent fund is ranked one of Japan’s best, is beating peers by buying 
carparks and women’s gyms and shunning companies in the Nikkei 225 Stock 
Average, which has lost 80 percent since 1989.

OAO Rosneft, Russia’s state-owned oil producer, began talks to buy BP Plc’s 
stake in TNK-BP, adding another bidder for the U.K. producer’s shares in the 
Moscow-based venture.
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24 July
China, the world’s biggest steel producer, is exporting at the highest level 
in two years, exacerbating a global glut that may hurt competitors from 
ArcelorMittal to U.S. Steel Corp.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars traded near the lowest in more than 
three weeks against the yen as declines in Asian stocks and concern Europe’s 
debt crisis is worsening weighed on risk appetite.

The euro maintained its longest losing streak in two months versus the dollar 
before data that may show German business confidence fell to the weakest 
level since 2010, fueling concern the debt crisis is hurting the region’s economy

25 July
South Korea’s economy grew at the slowest pace in almost three years as 
Europe’s debt crisis curbs export growth in Asia and prompts policy makers 
from Japan to Thailand to consider further easing.

Oil dropped for the first time in three days in New York on concern that rising 
stockpiles signal faltering demand in the U.S., the world’s biggest crude 
consumer.

The New Zealand dollar rose against all of its 16 major counterparts after 
Reserve Bank Governor Alan Bollard left benchmark interest rates on hold and 
said the economy should grow “modestly.”

Emerging-market stocks rose, with the benchmark index gaining for the first 
time in five days, on speculation central banks will take more steps to bolster 
economic growth

26 July
Oil rose from the highest close in almost a week in New York after the head 
of the European Central Bank predicted the euro will survive and reports 
signaled improving economic prospects in the U.S. and China.

Treasury yields were six basis points from the record low before a government 
report that economists said will show growth in U.S. gross domestic product 
slowed and inflation cooled.

Reserves at Liberian mines owned by billionaire Anil Agarwal’s Sesa Goa Ltd. 
may be triple the original estimate, improving prospects for India’s biggest 
iron ore exporter struggling to boost output at home.

Most Chinese stocks fell as a report showing Chinese industrial companies’ 
profits declined overshadowed a pledge by European Central Bank President 
Mario Draghi to preserve the euro
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27 July
Representatives of Greece’s international creditors may extend their visit to 
the country until the government has completed work on a two-year, 11.5 
billion-euro ($14 billion) budget plan, a Greek finance ministry official said 
today.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission obtained a court order to 
freeze assets of traders who allegedly reaped more than $13 million by trading 
illegally ahead of Cnooc Ltd.’s announcement that it would buy Nexen Inc.

Options dealers are charging the biggest premium in four months to protect 
against losses in Chinese companies amid increasing concern the world’s 
second- biggest economy is slowing down.

For-profit colleges in the U.S. receive billions in federal dollars yet spend more 
money on marketing than on instruction, with many students dropping out 
without a degree and in debt, according to a Senate report


